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Now you have some guidance as to when to break a technique into parts, but how do you 
know where to make the breaks in the sequence of movements? This is another judgment 
you must learn to make, perhaps with help from more experienced coaches. 
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Let’s take a look at each method.
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We are all familiar with the traditional method.  The traditional method typically 
consists of
Warm Up

Introduce new technical skill

Practice technical skill through drills

Scrimmage in hopes of seeing technical skill utilized

While the traditional method will always be used to introduce certain skills, especially 
fundamental skills, it has disadvantages when it comes to using it as a universal 
method. 
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Overemphasis on technical skills
Overemphasis on direct instruction (coach centered)
Drills do not require tactical decisions
Drills may not keep all athletes engaged
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The games approach tries to counter the disadvantages of the traditional approach.   
The games approach is:

Holistic; what the game is about and how to play it
Requires tactical decisions
Keeps the athletes engaged
Simulate game like scenarios



Here you can see a comparison of the two approaches to teaching.
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The Games Approach accomplishes this through three methods:

Shaping play
Focusing play
Enhancing play

Let’s look at each one
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Shaping play: 3-3, ¼ court drill.  Isolates the competition to a small area and 
provides the opportunity to practice half court offensive and defensive principles with a  

total of six players.

Focusing play: Within the 3-3, ¼ court drill you can focus on either offensive or 
defensive principles, or a specific area or skill of one or the other, such as the dive 
and screen, seals, triple switch, pick & roll, or point guard reads.

Enhancing play:  Change the way you can score.  Give a point for a properly executed 
pick and another if the roll is executed properly.  Score a point by controlling the ball 
for 35 seconds and then running the offense.  This makes your offense concentrate 
on ball movement and control and allows your defense to practice jumping passing 
lanes and playing HARD defense without the worry of being scored on.

END GAME
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